July 18 - 24, 2019

DEATH’S DOORWAY
Dying into Life, Living into Death
with Kim Rosen, California Pathwork
Author of Saved by a Poem
All the wisdom teachings of the world tell us that the key to life lies in the manner in
which we meet death within and around us. You are invited to join us for a spacious week
with Kim Rosen to explore all that emerges as we turn towards our own death, the deaths
of our loved ones, and the “everyday opportunities to die” that abound in a life fully lived.
Dates:
th
Thursday, July 18 , 9:00 am –
th
Wednesday, July 24 , 1:00 pm (lunch
included)

"I’ve been so woven into the mesh
of my trivial errands, that only now
do I begin to hear the mystery
of dying everywhere.” ~ Rumi, “Dying"

Location:
Pendle Hill, a Quaker Retreat Center in
Philadelphia, PA; Accessible by car,
plane
(Philadelphia
International
Airport) and train (Philadelphia 30th
Street Station). Staying at Pendle Hill is
a retreat experience in itself; the
rooms are quiet, you can explore 23
beautiful acres of woodland trails, and
all meals are consciously prepared
using local and organic ingredients.
Cost:
Course fee: $1,000 plus room and
board before March 15th; $1,100 after
March 15th; lodging/food for 6 nights:
$574 for shared occupancy; $694 for
single occupancy; bathrooms are
shared; commuting option is also
available (only course fee would apply
plus any meals).
To Register:
Please contact Amy Rhett at
adpathwork@gmail.com or 609-5776336 to receive a registration form.
Space is limited and we expect this
program to fill quickly. A deposit of
$500 will hold your place.

To learn more about Kim and her work,
please visit http://www.kimrosen.net

Kim is gifted in creating transformational
environments based in her 40 years of
immersion in the Pathwork wisdom, poetry,
and other spiritual and psychotherapeutic
traditions. Her work weaves ritual, poetry,
movement, writing, breathwork, silence and
deep sharing to create an exquisitely
supportive sacred space where we will
welcome the fears, losses, blessings and
awakenings that come from opening to
death within and around us.
I went to Kim Rosen's "Death's Door" last
year, and it was undoubtedly the most
powerful and profound retreat I've ever
experienced. Invaluable for anyone
dedicated to spiritual development.

